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For over 20 years, we’ve been devoted
to creating technical sports apparel that
outfits the world’s best athletes. It’s been
a labour of love that we’ve embraced as
we look for new and innovative ways to
improve our collections.

In recognition of the integral role athletes
have played in the design and progression
of our garments, we are launching our
Athlete Certified program. To acknowledge
this contribution, an Athlete Certified icon
will highlight the garments worn, tested,
and proven, by our sponsored athletes.
This icon symbolizes the feedback they
offer and their love for Karbon.

We believe that there is no one better than
these modern gladiators, competing at the
highest levels, to help improve our designs.
As the evolution of sport continues, we’ll be
there to support our athletes with technical
garments that stretch and move, keep them
warm and dry, and protect them from all
the weather conditions they encounter.

Our athletes are the lifeblood of Karbon.

The celebration of sport is our ethos.

Athlete Certified.

T H E R E A R E N O L I M I T S







KARBONITE IN ACTION

TECHNOLOGY

HYBRID TECHNOLOGY
combines the comfort of
a blown insulation with a
modern hard shell for maximum
performance. These elements
work together to create a
fusion between the technical
advantages of the waterproof
shell and the warmth of
EVOdown® blown insulation.
Hybrid Technolgy forms
a warm, dry armor for the
active outdoor enthusiast.

PROSTRETCH is Karbon’s family
of advanced stretch fabrics,
providing exceptional stretch
properties resulting in superior
comfort and movement. When
combined with waterproof,
breathable coatings, garments
manufactured with these fabrics
are ideal for serious athletes.
Prostretch bounces back from
anything the world throws at it.

K-WICK keeping your body
comfortable and dry is
paramount to performance.
In order to achieve this, Karbon
has developed the K-Wick family
of moisture transfer fabrics.
Engineered to wick moisture
away from your skin and assist
in the evaporation process,
K-Wick fabrics deliver.

RECCO® is an avalanche rescue
system utilized by 650 rescue
organizations worlwide to
facilitate the rapid location of
burials. The two part system
consists of a detector used by
organized rescue groups and
reflectors that are integrated
into our Micron outerwear.
Recco® enables directional
pinpointing of a victim’s
precise location.

SOFTSTRETCH The smooth
exterior of this fabric provides
maximum abrasion resistance,
while the breathable, high-loft
brushed fleece interior provides
excellent thermal protection
delivering comfort and warmth.
Karbon’s K-Wick properties
are incorporated in this fabric.
Softstretch is the performance
oriented alternate to
traditional fleece.
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BETA (Boys) 46

EXPEDITION (Boys) 50

SIGMA (Girls) 53

ODYSSEY (Girls) 58

JUNIOR
46 - 60

ELEMENT (Men) 61

ALFRESCO (Men) 64

COORDINATES (Men) 68

PRISM (Women) 70
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